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ABSTRACT
In Java, System.out.printf and String.format consume
a specialized kind of string commonly known as a format
string. In our study of first-year students at the Ateneo de
Manila University we discovered that format strings present
a substantial challenge for novice programmers. Focusing
on their first laboratory we found that 8% of all compilation errors and 100% of the exceptional, run-time behavior
they encountered were due to the improper construction of
format strings. In this paper, we present exemplars of their
problematic interactions with the compiler and run-time environment, and recommend possible instructional interventions based on our observations.

1.

INTRODUCTION

We are interested in the behavior of novice programmers
while they are engaged in the act of programming. Specifically, we are focused on the process by which novices go
from incomplete, but correct code, to code that completes
a given homework assignment or laboratory task. By better understanding what our students do, we hope to develop
interventions to improve the state of programming instruction.
Studies have indicated that students struggle a great deal
with reading, writing, and understanding programs as they
come out of their introductory programming course. McCracken et al. found that the majority of students could
not successfully implement software that met a simple problem description[9]. Lister et al. explored students’ ability
to read programs and trace their execution on paper, sand
found that many of their students struggled with this task[8].
This is not a new trend: Sporher and Soloway explored the
formation of goals and plans in novice programmers in the
mid-1980’s, and it appeared then as it does now that writing a correct program to accomplish a well specified task is
something that many students can not do[11, 12].
This trend was continued by graduates of the “Bootstrapping Computer Science Education Research” and “Scaffold-
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ing Computer Science Education Research” workshops[2].
The first publications from this group of collaborators tended
to yield similarly negative results—that novices struggle with
many aspects of learning to program[7]. As a result, some of
the graduates of these workshops have begun to focus their
work on questions of what their students can do, rather what
their students can not[1, 6, 10].
Our fundamental question is quite simple: what are students doing when they are writing their first programs? In
our studies to date we have examined students in their first
university-level programming course. These students are
typically working on small, well-defined homework sets or
laboratories, where they are given a piece of Java as a starting point. This code, typically 30-60 lines long, is syntactically and stylistically correct, and is related to both their
course textbook and lectures. Sometime after they are given
this starter code and a problem statement, most students
find themselves in a battle with the compiler as they attempt to write code that correctly expresses their ideas.
In our observations of novices and their interactions with
the compiler, we observed 130 students at the University of
Kent over the course of the 2003-2004 and 2004-2005 academic years. These students were enrolled in a year-long introduction to object-oriented programming, and generated
roughly 42,000 unique compilation events across 2000 programming sessions over the course of two years. At the Ateneo de Manila University during the 2006-2007 academic
year, 143 students were observed in their first semester of
Computing I, and generated 28,000 compilation events for
study. In both cases, students were given the opportunity to
opt-in to the study, and the collection of data was effectively
invisible to the students; students taking part in the study
experienced nothing different in their activities than those
who chose not to take part. More detail about both of these
populations can be found in [3] and [13], respectively.
In replicating our initial data collection, our collaborators
at the Ateneo de Manila University observed behavior that
reinforced many of our original findings. The distribution
of syntax errors encountered by first-year students at Ateneo was nearly identical to those encountered by students
at the University of Kent (Figure 1), and the speed which
students made and corrected syntax errors while engaged in
their programming was similar as well (Figure 2). In addition, they calculated the rate at which students dealt with
repeated errors, a rate which we call the error quotient; this
gives us a sense for how students deal with errors over time,
and both studies imply that there is some correlation between the rate at which students correct syntax errors and
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Figure 1: The most common syntax errors encountered by students at the University of Kent and the
Ateneo de Manila.
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Figure 2: The time between successive compilations
as observed in 270 students at the University of Kent
and the Ateneo de Manila.
traditional metrics for academic performance (e.g. grades).
In this study, we have focused on one aspect of novice compilation behavior. In particular, we examined how students
dealt with format strings as arguments to methods like System.out.printf and String.format. We begin by presenting our methodology for exploring the students’ behavior,
followed by several small cases, or vignettes, exemplifying
how students struggled with format strings and attempted
to deal with their complexity. We use this qualitative exploration to inform some reasonable statistical explorations,
and close with a discussion of possible instructional interventions to aid students struggling with these constructs.

2.

might tailor instructional interventions and tools to better
support the learning process. This is because we believe
that students who spend (literally) hours attempting to get
their program to compile cannot possibly be learning about
higher-level concepts like inheritance, encapsulation, and the
role of state in control flow (to name just a few).
Our investigation begins with the instrumentation of BlueJ,
so that a copy of a student’s program, as well as any error
messages emitted by the compiler, are captured on a remote
server with every compilation. Likewise, with every class instantiation and method invocation, we capture information
about the execution of their program. This yields a large,
complex data set containing a sequence of snapshots of their
code and run-time behavior over the course of one or more
programming sessions.
A full case study of a single student would span the course
of an academic year, and encompass many dozens of programming sessions. In this paper, we are not building a
case regarding a single student, but instead building a case
regarding the complexities of string formatting. Specifically,
we found in our qualitative exploration of the data that beginning students struggle with writing code like:

METHODOLOGY

Students struggle with errors, both at compile-time and
run-time. It is not clear what roles the programming language, the development environment, and instructor play
in the success of students overcoming the errors they encounter. What is clear is that we can collect rich data to
begin exploring how students learn to overcome syntax and
run-time errors while learning to program.
Case studies help us explore, in depth, environments where
the phenomenon and its context are deeply intertwined[14].
Our goal is to better understand the behavior of novice
programmers who are struggling with compilation and runtime errors in writing their first Java programs, so that we

In the study presented here, our exploration of programming sessions focused on the first laboratory taught at the
Ateneo de Manila University in their introductory programming class during the 2006–2007 academic year. Originally
reported in [13], this study observed 143 students engaged
in laboratory exercises while enrolled in Computing I, which
may be considered a “CS1” as typically referred to in the literature.
By looking at their first laboratory task, we could focus on
the problems encountered by students programming for the
first time at the University. We began by reading through
many dozens of these sessions, looking for the kinds of syntactic challenges students faced. From a purely syntactic
reading, we gleaned insights similar to those found in our
earlier studies [4]. In our first iteration of reading and annotating the students’ programs, string formatting did not
present itself as being particularly problematic.
It was the inclusion of run-time errors in our data collection that provided critical insight into the students’ compilation behavior. In our second reading of individual cases,
we looked not only at compile-time errors, but also the runtime errors students encountered. Run-time error analysis
required the researcher to copy programs that successfully
compiled into the BlueJ environment, and then execute the
same sequence of object creation and method invocation
steps that the student took. As a result, we discovered a
number of things, the most important being the preponderance of exceptions thrown as a result of the incorrect use of
format strings. We do not believe there are any exceptions
thrown in our data set that come from anything other than
the improper use of format strings.

3.

VIGNETTES

Knowing that the run-time problems students encountered were restricted to format strings, we revisited students’
compilation behavior to develop a more complete picture of
how compilation and run-time behavior were intertwined.
What we present here are three vignettes, or “data stories,”

that we hope will give the reader deeper insight into the
student behaviors that we have observed as they attempt
to develop strategies for dealing with the complexity of correctly authoring format strings in Java.

3.1

George: A Beginner’s Difficulties

In this programming assignment, George’s task is to write
a program which manages the ticket sales of a typical cinema. We start our trace in the middle of his session, after
he has attempted 9 compilations over 17 minutes. He is
currently flushing out a new method, called details, for
his Ticket object. This method’s purpose is to retrieve a
String representation of the Ticket, which will include the
title of the movie, the price of the ticket, and the seat number assigned to the ticket holder.
His first attempt at this method looks like this:1
48
49
50
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public String details()
{
System.out.println("’" +movieName +
"’ " + "(P" ticketPrice + ") seat" + seatNumber);
}

When George compiles this version, he receives the error
message
50: ’)’ expected
A careful reading of line 50 in his code shows that all open
parentheses are indeed closed, so this is not what we call a
literal syntax error. A literal error is a syntax error whose
true cause is identified in the compiler’s error message. If
responding to a ’)’ expected error message by placing a
closing paren at the correct spot within the indicated line
resolves the error, then that error is literal. However, errors
often turn out be non-literal, meaning that the message provided by the compiler in fact does not indicate how to solve
the problem. To use George’s code as an example, adding
a ) anywhere in line 50 will not help George solve the underlying syntax error. Novice programmers tend to struggle
with these errors, as they require a good deal of experience
and confidence to properly interpret and correct. A careful inspection of the above will reveal that this error results
from improper string concatenation. George is missing a +
sign to correctly combine the quoted text "(P" and the variable ticketPrice. The slot where the missing + should go
is marked with a carat in the line below
50

... + "(P"

ticketPrice + ") ...
^

The compiler is unable to recognize this problem and thus
reports a ’)’ expected error. George’s immediate reaction
is to avoid responding at all and instead shift his attention
to a different part of the program. We see this “move on”
behavior in response to difficult (usually non-literal) errors
in many student sessions.
In particular, George decides to “move on” from the Ticket
class and begin creating the Cinema class his project requires.
He spends a few minutes fleshing out member variables and
easily fixing a few literal syntax errors until he reaches the
1
Lines have been broken artificially for reading in the ACM
two-column style. Original sources did not break long lines.

point at which compiling Cinema requires that the dependent class Ticket also compiles correctly. Forced to return
to the ’)’ expected error in his details method, George
begins by responding literally to the error and placing a )
at the end of the line.
50

System.out.println("’" +
movieName + "’ " + "(P"
ticketPrice + ") - seat" + seatNumber));

Compiling this revision, George still receives the same
error message from the compiler. This of course results
from the fact that the improper concatenation occurs before George’s edit, so the compiler will report this error first
and exit.
When his attempted literal edit does not fix the error,
George deletes the ) he added to the end of the line. Unable
to determine the source of the error, George again displays
“move on” behavior in turning his attention to other areas
of his Ticket class. After fixing a few errors in his constructor, he returns to the details method and appears to
be stuck. He compiles the code repeatedly without making
any changes. We observed this phenomenon of unedited repeated compilation in a number of sessions, though its intent
remains unclear. Perhaps George needs to refresh the error
on the screen, or maybe he hopes that the compiler may
eventually give his a more detailed error message. In any
case, George soon exits this cycle and attempts to radically
change the details method to read
48
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public String details()
{
Ticket details = new Ticket();
details.format("’" + movieName +
"’ " + "(P" ticketPrice + ") seat" + seatNumber );
}

What prompted this drastic edit is unknown, but our best
guess is that George had seen a String.format method used
either in an instructor’s example or in a fellow student’s
work. His attempt to instantiate and use a Ticket object
within the Ticket class shows a rather large misconception
of how objects work. This is further magnified by the fact
that his Ticket class does not have a format method in his
current version.
Despite these problems, the compiler still reports the same
’)’ expected error, now on line 52. While we might like
the compiler to say cannot find symbol - format, it does
not, as the compiler will attempt to process arguments before method invocations on those arguments. Again, George
“moves on” to other work on his Cinema and Driver classes.
Of course, he is forced to come back when these will not
compile without a clean report from the Ticket class which
they both rely on. Returning to details, George makes the
following change
48
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public String details()
{
Ticket details = new Ticket();
System.out.println(string.format("’ %s" +

movieName + "’ (P %s" + ticketPrice + ") seat" + seatNumber );
53
54
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50

}

In adding format elements (such as %s) to his concatenation, we find that he managed to add in the previously
missing + sign before the ticketPrice variable. However,
George also forgot to add a parenthesis at the end of the
line to mark the close of the println method. Thus, when
he compiles, he still receives the error

51

Compiling this change results in the return of the ’)’
expected error. The cause of this is another instance in
which quoted literal text and a variable are not connected
or separated properly, as shown below
... seat %s"
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public String details()
{
Ticket details = new Ticket();
System.out.print(string.format("’ %s" +
movieName + "’ (P %s" + ticketPrice + ") seat %s" + seatNumber );
}

George’s struggle with the ’)’ expected error is finally
over. His next few compilations mark a series of rapid improvements in which George correctly fixes semantic and
syntactic errors such as the unnecessary instantiation of a
Ticket object in the details method, the capitalization of
String.format, and the need to return rather than print
the formatted value to comply with his details method’s
declaration. His code now reads
48
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public String details()
{
return (String.format("’ %s" + movieName +
"’ (P %s" + ticketPrice + ") - seat %s" +
seatNumber ));
}

Compiling this version returned no syntax errors. Thus,
after 44 compilations, George’s code finally builds cleanly
for the first time.
George immediately proceeds to run-time testing his Ticket
class in BlueJ. After manually instantiating a basic Ticket
object, he invokes its details method. BlueJ responds
by reporting that a MissingFormatArgumentException occurred when attempting to execute line 51.
George responds to this error directly by comma-delimiting
the format string parameters at the end of the method call.

movieName, ...
^

52: ’)’ expected
Only now, the error is a true literal syntax error! Adding
a closing paren ) will actually make this line of code compile
cleanly. Sadly though, George responds as if this error were
still non-literal. The compiler seems to have conditioned
him to respond this way.
George does not seem to realize what his fundamental
error was or that he fixed it. He tweaks this version a few
times by substituting print for println and adding one
more format element - %s - into his concatenation. When
none of these edits work, George finally makes the necessary
literal correction and adds a closing parenthesis to the end
of the line. His code now reads

public String details()
{
return (String.format("’ + %s P %f - seat %s"
movieName, ticketPrice, seatNumber ));
}

While the error is again non-literal, its underlying cause
is completely different from what George experienced previously. Rather than a + concatenation symbol, a comma is
needed to separate the quoted text and the variable name
as two distinct arguments to the format method.
However, George immediately recognizes this case as another instance of his previous solution to the problem of a
non-literal ’)’ expected error and makes the change we see
below within 27 seconds
48
49
50

51

public String details()
{
return (String.format("’ + %s P %f seat %s" + movieName, ticketPrice,
seatNumber ));
}

This quick revelation is perhaps an indication that George
is beginning to differentiate at some level between literal and
non-literal syntax errors. However, it seems that rather than
closely examining his code to discover the cause of an error,
he may rely on selecting a response from an internal library
of past experience. These “conditioned” responses may play
an intermediary role in allowing a novice to gain expertise
in diagnosing and resolving non-literal errors.
George is moving toward the correct implementation of
String.format, which requires that all variables be passed
as comma-separated method parameters in the order they
will appear in the resulting string. However, his current
version includes the variable movieName as part of the string
concatenation rather than as a comma-separated parameter.
When he invokes this method in BlueJ, George finds that
this version of details throws a IllegalFormatArgumentException. This results from Java’s failed attempt to format the String seatNumber, which in the format string is
declared to be a floating-point number by the use of %f.
Put simply, the problem is not the order of his format string
specifiers, but instead the fact that movieName should be
passed as a parameter, and not be included in the concatenation itself. George attempts a number of edits to fix this
problem, none of which work. His most notable attempt to
eliminate his run-time error is when he splits the tasks of
string concatenation and returning the string over two lines,
as in
48
49
50

51
52

public String details()
{
String details = String.format("’ + %s
(P %5.2f) - seat %s \n" +
movieName, ticketPrice, seatNumber );
return details;
}

We do not actually know why George did this, but perhaps
he thought he could either solve the problem or better isolate
the source of the run-time error if he separated the execution
into two distinct tasks (formatting and returning, in this
case). We find this separation of tasks fascinating, and we
will return to explore this idea in depth later.
Despite his continued problems, we note that George does
make progress toward a semantically correct program by
adding the formatting specifier %5.2f to his literal string
argument. This edit forces the displayed ticket price to be
at least five characters wide and have two decimal places
of precision, as the assignment requires. However, when he
executes his code again, the same IllegalFormatArgumentException occurs. This is because George has not yet realized that instead of string concatenation, he needs to use a
comma between the literal text and the variable movieName.
George responds to this run-time exception by collapsing
the tasks back into one line. After a few more cycles of
code experimentation which result in this same exception,
George finally corrects his string concatenation completely,
as shown below
50

return String.format("’ %s (P %5.2f) seat %s \n", movieName, ticketPrice,
seatNumber );

Entering appropriate parameters to construct a Ticket
object and then executing his details method manually in
BlueJ, George now avoids all exceptions and instead receives
the return value of the details method when applied to a
Ticket for the movie Transformers

3.2

George clearly struggled with the tasks of string concatenation and output formatting, and he was not alone. Attempting to combine multiple variable values of different
types and their associated text labels into a single coherent
string proved to be challenging for many of the novice programmers that we observed. In a study of 185 students tackling the MobilePhone programming assignment, we found
that 8% of all syntax errors and 100% of all run-time errors
came from lines which formatted output. Given this systematic level of difficulty, it seems that the tasks on these
lines are worth examining closely for ways to reduce their
difficulty. Perhaps the best way to accomplish this is to investigate the solutions to the complexity of string formatting
which students naturally develop.
Consider the case of Jerry, a student attempting to code a
MobilePhone class which can track phone calls and text messages as well as add and subtract payment credits accordingly. We jump into Jerry’s session as he writes a method
called printSummary, which will output a well-labeled textual summary of all the state variables of his MobilePhone.
The required concatenation, formatting, and printing is similar to George’s task. Jerry’s current code is shown below
61
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OUTPUT:

’ Transformers (P 120.00) - seat a1

George makes one final tweak to make sure the movie title
is properly quoted, and ends his programming session.
OUTPUT:

’Transformers’ (P 120.00) - seat a1

As a whole, George’s session, which lasts 97 minutes, is
distinguished by steady though extremely slow progress. He
began the session with no details method for his Ticket
class, and managed to end with a syntactically and semantically correct implementation. However, he likely spent far
more time on the problem then either he or his instructors would have liked. This is especially notable because he
never fully developed and tested his other classes (Cinema
and Driver), at least in this recorded session. In particular,
his Cinema class contained a printSummary method which
required labeled output formatted to two decimal places of
the total sales of the Cinema. When exiting his session, his
printSummary method contained this statement
52

System.out.printf( "Total Sales: " +
"P %4.2f" + totalsales);

Jerry: Towards Strategy Formation

66

67

public void printSummary()
{
System.out.printf( " Credits left: "
"creditsLeft = P%5.2f \n",
getLoadLeft() );
System.out.println( "Total call duration: "
getTotalMinutesCalled() + " mins.");
System.out.println( "Rate per call: " +
callRate);
System.out.println(
"Number of text messages sent: " +
getNumTextMessages() );
}

Upon compilation, Jerry receives George’s favorite error
message
63: ’)’ expected
A close look at line 63 reveals, as we might fear, a nonliteral error in which Jerry is missing a + sign to correctly
concatenate his quoted literal strings. Jerry makes the following edit in response
63

System.out.printf(
" Credits left: creditsLeft = P%5.2f \n",
getLoadLeft() );

This fixes his problem, as he eliminated the need for concatenation in line 63 entirely by pushing all his quoted strings
together. Compiling this version yields the message
64: ’)’ expected

This appears to be another problematic case of string formatting. As it stands, line 52 will likely result in a run-time
exception because the variable totalsales is not properly
passed as a separate argument. We are unsure if George
could solve this problem easily given the struggles he endured in the past 97 minutes.

We realize that his missing + mistake is not isolated, as it
also occurs in the very next line of code, line 64.
64

System.out.println( "Total call duration: "
getTotalMinutesCalled() + " mins.");

In his next edit, Jerry focuses his attention not on line
64 but on the previous line, which he had already freed of
syntax errors. We’re not sure if he didn’t read the error message closely and mistakenly thought that line wasn’t fixed
properly, or if he wasn’t satisfied with his solution even if the
compiler was. In any case, Jerry made the following change,
which proves to be extremely interesting
64
65

System.out.print( "Credits left: " );
System.out.printf( "creditsLeft = P%5.2f \n",
getLoadLeft() );

With this edit, Jerry has largely separated the task of
string concatenation away from the task of formatting a decimal output. We note that in this version he does print a
literal label for "Credits left" twice, but we’ll see that this
works itself out over time.
After this change, he moves on to fix the missing + in
the "Total call duration" line. His new printSummary
method now looks like
61
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public void printSummary()
{
System.out.print( "Credits left: " );
System.out.printf( "creditsLeft = P%5.2f \n",
getLoadLeft() );
System.out.println( "Total call duration: " +
getTotalMinutesCalled() + " mins." );
System.out.println( "Rate per call: " +
callRate);
System.out.println(
"Number of text messages sent: " +
getNumTextMessages() );

66
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}

This compiles cleanly, so Jerry conducts a quick run-time
test. Achieving the desired formatted output for creditsLeft,
he proceeds to adjust the print statement of his callRate
variable in a similar fashion, since it also needs to be printed
to two decimal places. Again he splits the printing of labels
and output formatting over two lines.
67
68

System.out.print( "Rate per call: " );
System.out.printf( "callRate = P%5.2f \n",
callRate);

We’re not sure why Jerry deliberately inserts a literal label
for callRate twice, but perhaps it helps him track exactly
what each line does. After testing this version to make sure
callRate prints correctly, he promptly removes the repetitive labels in both callRate and creditsLeft statements.
His final version of the printSummary method appears below

69

70
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public void printSummary()
{
System.out.print( "Credits left: " );
System.out.printf( "P%5.2f \n",
getLoadLeft() );
System.out.println( "Total call duration: " +
getTotalMinutesCalled() + " mins." );
System.out.print( "Rate per call: " );
System.out.printf( "P%5.2f \n", callRate);

}

With a working version of printSummary completed, Jerry
has solved every task required in the assignment. After a
relatively brief struggle with concatenation and formatting,
Jerry has found (or perhaps stumbled upon) a solution which
works nicely. By splitting the tasks of printing quoted, literal
text labels of variables and printing the formatted versions
of the variables themselves onto multiple lines, we believe
that Jerry gained a number of advantages. Splitting tasks
onto multiple lines makes it easier to identify the actual
cause of a syntax error, since the compiler reports an error
along with the corresponding line number. When lines have
less content, their broken pieces should be more easily identified. Furthermore, splitting the tasks onto multiple lines
may make it easier to read and parse what each line does.
We note that these advantages, particularly the improved
isolation of a problematic bit of code after an error message,
could become especially useful in the event of a non-literal
error.
Perhaps equally notable along with Jerry’s splitting tasks
strategy is what he does after achieving a working program.
After thoroughly testing his code, Jerry proceeds to add an
in-code comment to his MobilePhone class which explains
the execution flow of his main method. Commenting code
is a programming practice which is often under-used or entirely avoided by novices. This, taken together with Jerry’s
easy handling of errors surrounding string formatting suggest many things, but perhaps most obviously that this may
not be Jerry’s first time programming in Java.

3.3

Kramer: Strategic, Almost

It would seem, looking at Jerry’s MobilePhone session,
that splitting the tasks of printing and formatting across
multiple lines is a boon to novice programmers. But before
we become too enamored with this strategy, we turn out
attention to a student session in which this approach did
not provide much help. In coding his MobilePhone, Kramer
attempted to write code similar to Jerry’s, but with less
success.
38
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System.out.println(
"Number of text messages sent: " +
getNumTextMessages() );

45
46

public void printSummary()
{
System.out.print( "Credits left:" );
System.out.printf( "getLoadLeft = P % 5.2f",
getLoadLeft() );
System.out.print( "Total call duration:" );
System.out.printf(
"getTotalMinutesCalled = P % 5.2f",
getTotalMinutesCalled() );
System.out.println( "Rate per call:" +
callRate );
}

The code looks nice at first glance and compiles cleanly. A
quick run-time test, however, is stopped short by an IllegalFormatConversionException. Looking closely at Kramer’s
work, we find the source of the problem lies in line 43.
43

System.out.printf(

"getTotalMinutesCalled = P % 5.2f",
getTotalMinutesCalled() );
Kramer is attempting to format an integer, the return
value of getTotalMinutesCalled, as a real number with two
decimal places, as specified by % 5.2f. Java refuses to automatically convert between these types, and thus throws an
exception.
In response, Kramer makes a few cursory edits to the literal strings involved, such as adding line breaks and removing the space to make % 5.2f become %5.2f. When these
edits do not overcome Java’s refusal to convert between numerical types, Kramer removes the formatting entirely from
(now) line 42. This removal is semantically correct, as it
is both not required and entirely unnecessary to format the
output string of this integer. Kramer is left with
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public void printSummary()
{
System.out.print( "Credits left:" );
System.out.printf( "P %5.2f \n",
getLoadLeft() );
System.out.println( "Total call duration:" +
getTotalMinutesCalled() );
System.out.println( "Rate per call:" +
callRate );
}

After giving up on formatting totalMinutesCalled, Kramer
ends his session. We note that he was likely distracted rather
than assisted by the splitting tasks technique and ultimately
failed to apply formatted output to the correct variable. We
don’t know if he ever got around to formatting the output
of callRate as required. And while his output strings are
split similarly to Jerry’s, it may not have been as intentional
on Kramer’s part as it was so clearly when Jerry divided the
tasks of printing and formatting output in the MobilePhone
class.

4.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

In our exploration of the data, we have discovered that
many novice programmers struggle with the task of printing
out a well-labeled and formatted summary of a numerical
variable. Over 8% of all observed syntax errors and 100% of
the run-time exceptions observed in the first laboratory assignment can be traced to this task. Furthermore, George’s
vignette provides considerable evidence that such errors can
limit a student’s performance so severely that they may put
in hours of work only to give up before their assigned task is
complete. However, Jerry’s experience in splitting the tasks
of concatenation and formatting onto multiple lines looks
to be an effective strategy for helping novice programmers
avoid George’s predicament. Of course, Kramer’s example
proves that the splitting tasks strategy is by no means universally effective.
The strategy of splitting printing and formatting across
multiple lines naturally occurs in our data set. It appears,
at least for Jerry, that this conflated fewer errors and aided
him in rapidly correcting syntactic and run-time problems.
In seeing that Kramer did not have the same experience
(despite his code being similarly constructed), we wonder:
does this strategy occur elsewhere in our population, and

does it help reduce the incidence of compile- and run-time
errors when it comes to string formatting?
Our quantitative analysis centers around two distinct subpopulations in the data set: those who divide the tasks of
label printing and formatting, and those who do not. For
convenience, we’ll refer to the first group as the “strategy”
group and the second as the “non-strategy” group.
Given these two distinct groups, a few questions arise:
First, does the strategy group incur fewer formatting errors
than the non-strategy group? Next, do they encounter fewer
exceptions during run-time testing than their non-strategy
counterparts? Finally, does the strategy group avoid syntax
errors in general more effectively than their counterparts?
The first two questions directly relate to errors with concatenation, formatting, and printing and seeks to analyze
whether the strategy achieves its apparent specific purpose
in avoiding these errors. The last question seeks to determine whether students in the strategy group might be more
successful in dealing with errors (in general) than their nonstrategy counterparts.
To answer these questions, we decided to conduct a statistical study of all the available student coding sessions
which tackled the MobilePhone programming assignment.
We chose to restrict our study to this particular assignment
for many reasons. First, holding the assignment consistent
allows much more reliable comparison of the performance
of two different students. Next, the MobilePhone in particular was a rather small-scale assignment with a highly
standardized desired result. This allowed us to automate
the task of separating strategic and non-strategic sessions
rather easily. Finally, the MobilePhone assignment offered
a comparatively high number of available sessions (over 20
strategic sessions and more than 200 sessions total).

4.1

Identifying Uses of Strategy

To isolate all student coding sessions within the data set
which split the tasks of concatenation and formatting onto
multiple lines, we applied the following criteria to the source
code of each student session in the data set.
First, we searched for a session whose code contained both
"System.out.print" and "Credits left". This first criteria makes sure the a given coding session attempts to print
out a textual label for the variable creditsLeft. This labeling is one requirement of the MobilePhone programming
assignment, so it was consistently present in all student sessions. Since the assignment also requires that creditsLeft
be formatted to two decimal places, this line of code could
possibly benefit from the application of strategy.
Second, we made sure that sessions matching the first criteria had a subsequent line of code containing % without a
coinciding attempt to print out the textual label "Credits
left". This second criteria ensures that the student attempted to format textual output on a subsequent line following the literal labeling of the variable in question. Together with the first it provides a reasonable method for automated identification of potential strategic coding sessions
within the data.
We found in practice that these two criteria when filtered through the data resulted in 24 student coding sessions which potentially split the tasks of concatenation and
formatting onto multiple lines. We then examined these
sessions individually to ensure that concatenation and formatting were actually divided across multiple lines of code.

We eliminated those which clearly referred to different variables in the labeling and formatting lines. We also struck
out one search result in which the potential implementation
of strategy was clearly a commented portion of code. The
final group of strategy-implementing student sessions had 21
members. The remaining subset of the data designated as
“non-strategy” held 185 members.

4.2

Variables of Interest

To properly answer our questions related to the relative
performance of the strategic and non-strategic groups, we
examined the sessions within each group over three parameters, one for each question. These parameters are formatting
error rate rf , exception rate rx , and general error rate re .
We define them as follows
rf =

compilations with formatting errors
compilations with syntax errors

rx =

re =

exceptions
total invocations

(1)

compilations with syntax errors
total compilations

We expect that the error rate rf will indicate whether
strategy and non-strategy sessions as a whole differ in the
probability that their attempts at concatenation, formatting, and printing will incur a syntax error. Similarly, exception rate rx will show whether the groups differ in their likelihood of finding difficulty with formatting when attempting
to execute their programs. Finally, we expect that the error
rate re will indicate whether the strategy group in general
receives syntax errors less frequently than their non-strategic
counterparts.

4.3

Descriptive Statistics

We have chosen three dimensions along which we can compare the strategy and non-strategy groups in their ability to
avoid formatting errors, run-time exceptions, and syntax errors in general. After acquiring relevant statistical data on
each parameter of interest, we then subject each parameter
to descriptive interpretation to determine whether strategy
and non-strategy groups differ significantly in their compilation and run-time behavior.

4.3.1

Formatting Error Rate rf

Our first analysis considers the parameter of formatting
error rate, which measures the frequency at which a given
session’s syntax errors were related to string formatting. Descriptive statistics were calculated for 21 strategic and 185
non-strategic sessions for the formatting error rate parameter rf . For the strategic population, the observed mean is
x¯s = .12 and observed standard deviation ss = .25. For the
non-strategic population,the observed mean is x¯n = .08 and
observed standard deviation sn = .16. The difference between these two means is significantly less than the standard
deviations we observed in both cases. Given this level of similarity, we can reasonably conclude that there is no substantial difference between the two populations. Both strategy
and non-strategy groups appear to have equal prevalence
of formatting errors within their overall collection of syntax
errors according to our analysis.

4.3.2

Exception Rate rx

Next, we consider the exception rate rx of each session in
the strategic and non-strategic groups. Examining this parameter should indicate whether the strategic groups avoid
run-time exception errors better than the non-strategic group.
Exception rate values were calculated for 19 strategic and
158 non-strategic sessions. These counts are slightly lower
than the counts for the other parameters because not all
observed sessions contained invocations. Since calculating
the exception rate requires that at least one invocation occur in the student session, we chose not to consider sessions
which consisted entirely of compilations in this portion of
our analysis.
Calculating descriptive statistics for this parameter, we
found that the strategic population has an observed mean
exception rate of x¯s = .08 and observed standard deviation ss = .19. For the non-strategic population,the observed
mean is x¯n = .04 and observed standard deviation sn = .09.
Although the strategic mean appears to be almost twice as
large as the non-strategic mean, we note that both lie well
within one standard deviation of each other. Given this
level of similarity, it does not appear that a significant difference exists between these two parameters. Our brief statistical analysis concludes that both strategy and non-strategy
groups have the same likelihood of hitting a run-time error
when executing their programs.

4.3.3

Error Rate re
As a final step of our statistical analysis, we consider the
error rate re of both strategy and non-strategy groups and
attempt to determine whether there exists a significant difference in their respective abilities to avoid syntax errors in
general. After calculating error rate for the 21 strategic and
185 non-strategic student sessions, we obtained descriptive
statistics for the error rate parameter.
For the strategic population, the observed mean is x¯s =
.45 and observed standard deviation ss = .29. For the nonstrategic population,the observed mean is x¯n = .55 and observed standard deviation sn = .24. Both means and standard deviations appear reasonably well-matched. The difference between the two means is overwhelmed by the size of
the observed standard deviations. Lacking strong evidence
to claim this difference is significant, we find that strategy
and non-strategy groups are in practice indistinguishable in
their general syntax error rate.

5.

DISCUSSION

The lack of statistical significance in our quantitative analysis does not erase what we have seen in our initial qualitative work. Based on our extended exposure to the struggles
of novices learning to program (through the detailed capture of their process), we have several recommendations for
instructors introducing students to string formatting in the
undergraduate classroom.

5.1

String Formatting is Hard

String formatting involves the highly specific coordination
of many nontrivial programming tasks, including string concatenation, format specification, and either returning a function value or printing to the output console. Although it may
be appealing to guide student programs toward real-world
constraints (such as printing monetary values to two decimal
places), in practice we have found that students struggle a

great deal with this meta-task, as George’s hour-long struggle exemplifies. Forcing students to become familiar with the
rather quirky requirements of Java’s System.out.printf or
String.format requires them to learn what amounts to an
entirely new language: the language of format specification.
Adding this burden to a student who is already struggling
to master the basics of programming does not appear to be
a good idea. If a novice programmer must perform some formatting, perhaps a better alternative would be to introduce
Java’s DecimalFormat class or other similar constructs.

5.2

Task Separation, in Theory

An interesting and unexpected outcome of the vignette
analysis was the presence within student coding sessions of
a strategy to reduce the complexity of the string formatting task. In separating the distinct tasks of concatenation and decimal formatting, students such as Jerry uncovered a unique “divide and conquer” approach to the string
formatting problem. From an instructor’s perspective, students gain several advantages by splitting tasks onto multiple lines. At the least, this should yield a more easily understood program and an the ability to better isolate syntax or
run-time errors. Of course, whether students stumbled upon
this strategy by accident, came up with this innovation purposefully, or implemented this strategy after collaborating
with from a classmate remains unknown. We are thus optimistic in considering this move a “strategy”, though we
point out that the prevalence of this move (roughly 10% of
the over 200 MobilePhone sessions used it) likely precludes it
being entirely “accidental.” Regardless of its intention, task
separation, as exemplified in Jerry’s session, appears in to
be a possibly effective way for novices to handle challenging
programming meta-tasks such as string formatting.

5.3

Task Separation, in Practice

Despite the apparent theoretical benefits of the splitting
of tasks with respect to string formatting, we found through
statistical analysis that the strategy population did not differ significantly from the non-strategy group on any simple behavioral dimensions. Our qualitative and quantitative
analysis suggests that the strategy did not help students
eliminate formatting errors, avoid run-time exceptions, or
reduce syntax errors in general. Clearly, the predicted utility of the splitting tasks strategy as a way for students to
better visualize their process and improve error recovery did
not translate to actual improvement of student performance.
Considering this unrealized possibility, we suggest that perhaps students could benefit from instructor guidance in the
implementation of such a strategy. This would help avoid
mistakes such as those made by Kramer.

6.

FUTURE WORK

A number of questions were raised during our inquiry into
novice programmer struggles with string formatting. We believe these represent starting points for investigations that
will further our ongoing efforts to understand the programming behavior of beginners.

6.1

Literal vs. Non-Literal Errors

The distinction between literal and non-literal syntax errors is difficult for beginning programmers. George’s struggle with string concatenation and parameter delimitation
within his string formatting task was never helped by any

of the compiler’s error messages, which almost always read
’)’ expected. Furthermore, when an actual parenthesis
was expected, George responded as if the error were still
non-literal.
Lying is a common part of human relationships—we lie to
present positive pictures of ourselves, to minimize conflict—
but it also damages relationships and ultimately leads to
mistrust[5]. Of course, a non-literal error message is not,
strictly speaking, a lie, as the compiler correctly fails according to the grammar of the language. But it is often
the case that responding literally to a syntax error will not
fix the error; in the case of ’;’ expected, as many as 50%
have been observed to be non-literal.2 For many novices, the
idea that the computer may report an error message which
does not point the user in the correct direction may run contradictory to their conceptions of computers as all-knowing
machines. Future work will continue our exploration of nonliteral errors in novice programming experience and further
this work in developing and analyzing strategies by which
students avoid or correctly diagnose these dissembling errors.

6.2

"Moving On" From Errors

A common response of novice students toward a syntax
error alert during compilation is to simply “move on” from
the highlighted problem and work on another portion of the
source code. This behavior was observed in many of the
sessions examined, including the story of George, which is
detailed in full here. At first glance, we might be inclined to
view this negatively, assuming that students are frustrated
with a particular error in their code. However, “moving on”
may also allow students to revisit an error later on with
fresh eyes and be more likely to spot the problem. We
are interested in using methods that provide more access
to the student and their thoughts—interruption protocols
and exit interviews—to get a better sense for why students
leave problematic errors behind. Our hope is that this understanding will lead to better instructional interventions for
aiding students in their task.

6.3

Conditioned Error Response

One of the most interesting and unexpected outcomes of
the vignettes prepared was the apparently conditioned behavioral responses to compiler error messages observed in
George’s story. We do not believe we are over-reaching when
we say that this appears to be a classic case of behavioral
conditioning. This model may prove useful in helping instructors understand how a novice student unfamiliar with
the error diagnosis and repair process will respond to compiler error messages. Our first step will be to revisit our
data in search of other examples of these apparently “conditioned” responses, so as to determine how common (or rare)
this phenomenon might be.

7.

CONCLUSION

We have conducted a qualitative exploration that begins
to explore the interaction of compile-time and run-time behavior of students engaged in writing their first programs in
a university classroom setting. By reading through their sessions, compile-by-compile and invocation-by-invocation, we
2
Based on a reading of roughly 900 ’;’ expected errors
from the University of Kent data set.

have constructed three representative vignettes that ground
the reader in the complexity of the data as well as provide
a deep understanding of what students do when they are
struggling to write code that achieves a particular task. This
initial reading implied that some students may have formed
strategies for dealing with some of the complexities of format strings, and our statistical analysis explores conjecture;
that analysis suggests that, in the large, the phenomenon
does not occur widely, and it does not seem to differentiate
one group substantially from the majority.
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